
Report of the activities conducted in the month of August 

 

Rakhi Making Activity - We at RIK believe in celebrating 

festivals with full enthusiasm and fervor. This helps the students to 

experience Indian culture and tradition at its best. The students of 

Kindergarten enjoyed a fun-filled activity of making and decorating Rakhi 

and spreading the message of peace and brotherhood. 

 

Letter ‘A’ Making Activity- Learning by doing always helps 

students in gaining a better understanding of the topic. Pre -Nursery 

students learned Letter A with a hands-on activity. They created the letter 

A using popsicle sticks and also colored apples. Students enhanced their 

fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination through this activity. 



Friendship Band Making Activity- Friendship is a relationship 

between two different persons who care and share about each other. In this 

activity, Pre-Nursery students pasted pom pom on the ribbon and decorated 

them with decorative items. They made a beautiful friendship band and 

enjoyed this special day with their friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monaco Pizza Activity - The little chefs of class Nursery enriched their 

culinary creativity by preparing ‘Monaco Biscuit Toppings’ in their 

‘Cooking Without Fire’ activity on 15 August. Guided by their teachers, 

they enjoyed decorating the biscuits with toppings of their own choice. After 

the completion of the activity, the children relished eating the yummy 

canapes with their friends. 



Finger Dipping Activity - Nursery students were introduced to the 

red colour through an activity where they did finger dipping in strawberries. 

Children enjoyed doing the activity and learned how to put finger dots 

within the boundary which helped them to develop their hand and eye 

coordination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fork Printing Activity - Students of the Nursery class enjoyed hand 
on activity by making sunflowers using fork prints and paint. Each one 
enjoyed dipping the fork in paint and created amazing sunflowers. The 
activity promoted creativity and artistic excellence in our little Rallians. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Origami Boat - Origami teaches kids to follow the steps without any 

mistakes, no matter what they are doing. It also helps them attain 

perfection in whatever they do. Nursery children thoroughly enjoyed making 

their colourful origami boat in the class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rubber Band Activity- Nursery children enjoyed the water activity by 

picking rubber bands using sticks and counting them with their friends. This 

activity is the perfect combination of sensory play and fine motor skills. It 

also helped in developing hand-eye coordination, colour, recognition, and 

counting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tearing and Pasting Activity-Tearing and pasting is an amazing 

activity for little ones. It improves hand-eye coordination and the ability 

for hands to work together. A 'Tearing and Pasting Activity' was 

conducted in class Prep on 22nd August . Children tore the green and 

brown color paper into small pieces and pasted them on the tree. This 

activity helped in developing the creativity and fine motor skills of the 

children. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Ganesha Making Activity- Ganesha Making Activity was 

conducted for the students of Prep on the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi. 

By shaping and molding the clay under the guidance of their teacher 

children made beautiful Ganesha and decorated it with colorful stones. It 

was an enjoyable activity that spread a smile on the faces of the children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Number Drawing Activity- Number Drawing Activity was 

conducted in Prep class on 31st August. Children made beautiful figures 

and objects through numbers. They made a candle from ‘1’, duck from '2', 

butterfly from '3' kite from '4' and apple from '5'. This activity was an 

informative and entertaining exercise for the children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fun Science Activity -Prep students performed an experiment with 

the help of colored water,  candle, and transparent  glass under the 

guidance of their teachers. This experiment helped the children to see that 

air takes up room and is always present even though we can't see it. They 

thoroughly enjoyed doing this activity.  

 


